DevOps Artisan by Bittnet
Like most modern companies today, we are a melting pot of talent and curiosity, started in 2007,
and we have been growing at every acquisition since. We at BITTNET, are continuous learning
oriented and powered by a young corporate team with our goals set on the new horizon!

A public company with stunning experience in IT training
We are a publicly traded company and proud of our achievements! We have developed a complex
DevOps curriculum, highly appreciated by clients such as Adobe, UiPath, Avira, Atos, Vodafone
because of its practical insights. Our DevOps seminars cover major technology areas, from
networking programming and operating systems to Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence.
In the past 3 years we have worked with more than 2000 IT DevOps professionals, as well as
developed more than 70 DevOps seminars, ranging from Fundamental to Professional level.
Between all of us, we have delivered roughly 50.000 hours of IT training in about 15.000 courses
and seminars. And still counting!

Practice, not theory.
We have delivered live-virtual courses across 5 continents from the safety of our laptops and
whiteboards, as we are specialized in delivering live virtual courses and we take great pride in
saying that our team of trainers are, first of all, engineers or developers. This enable us to have up
to 70% of the time spent on doing hands-on practice and sharing our combined knowledge and
experience.
We will show your people HOW to do it, not where to read about it. Moreover, we can handle a
multi-platform implementation in all cloud environments, as we created labs on AWS, Microsoft
Azure, Google Cloud and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Our full training curriculum can be found on
the next pages.

Cost efficient. 100% refund policy!
The costs we save delivering live virtual trainings all over the world, transform into your savings
(up to 40% compared with standard classes), so your people will learn much more for less! And
by the end, should you feel your company has not benefited at all from the trainings, you can take
advantage of our 100% refund policy. No questions asked!
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